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First, before I started writing my book, I considered that people would like to know the
opposite. The reason for this is, most of the times we would really like to know and define
things and subjects to their right side, as we always do! For example, what is this, and what is
the difference between this and the other facts or things that creates the comparison.
"The straight punch is the core of Jeet Kune Do."—Bruce Lee The straight lead was a key
element in Bruce Lee's development of his own personal style. It was designed to be
uncomplicated, economical, and brutally effective but is not as simple as it might seem. Bruce
Lee once described it the most difficult move in the Jeet Kune Do arsenal. Lee developed JKD
as a response to the shortcomings he found in traditional martial arts, but it also includes
elements of Western combat systems that he found effective. It incorporates contributions
ranging from Jack Dempsey's approach to boxing to the fencing style of Aldo Nadi. In The
Straight Lead: The Core of Bruce Lee's Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do, author Teri Tom describes the
development of the straight punch in Western martial arts and describes Bruce Lee's
refinement of the technique. It also offers a thorough instruction in the complexity and power of
the move—showing martial artists of any discipline how to incorporate this devastating attack
into their repertoire. With forewords by Shannon Lee Keasler and Ted Wong, chapters include:
A Brief History of Straight Punching Evolution of Jeet Kune Do's Straight Lead The Stance
Mechanics of the Straight Lead Footwork Why the Straight Lead? Application Speed Variations
of the Straight Punch What Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do is Not Go to the Source An Interview with
Ted Wong
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Years of teaching, training, practicing, researching and practicing more have gone into the
creation of this book. It is a gift to my students, and anyone else who seeks to learn about the
structure involved in teaching Filipino martial arts. If this books helps you get better then it's
done its job. And I have done my job.
This book is not concerned with Jeet Kune Do. That is the final product of Sijo Bruce Lee's
studies. He did secret researches that he did not want to divulge, because he saw it fit to
conceal the sources of his knowledge that led him to the creation of his own personal system.
There are many excellent books on the market that treat Jeet Kune Do in terms of fighting,
scientific and philosophical, but this book is not about that. Instead, this book concerns Sijo
Bruce Lee's Gung Fu root. This is, therefore, dedicated to the true connoisseurs of Gung Fu.
For this, I did not limit my research to the final aspect of Jeet Kune Do, but I have also
investigated, studied, and reported the stories of the different lineages that Sijo Bruce studied
in books or with masters; all experiences that he did not reveal but took part in his culture and
his martial background. This book is the result of my many years of practice and analyses on
Sijo Bruce's martial system, which I have acquired a thorough framework that flows from
anthropological research from documents, translations of Chinese manuscripts, old Chinese
and American magazine articles, photographs, drawings, and even interviews and news
reports from those who knew him personally. I will treat all of these as part of a whole, telling
Sijo Bruce Lee's experiences and noting the sources of information. Moreover, regarding some
of his original photos taken fifty years ago, I wanted to make a living and colorful image by
changing the background of the pictures, giving the reader a heady Bruce.
San Jieh Dao: The Fundamentals blends science and philosophy into a fusion that portrays a
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comprehensive martial art that is a response and alternative to the New Age martial art of Jeet
Kune Do. With expertise built through training and skill, author Bahram Khozairy delineates
and expounds upon his unique, practical, and complete approach to martial arts. In this
volume, he lays the foundation for the understanding fundamental to the rest of the art. And
unlike many instructors who base their art on esoteric New Age spiritualism, Bahram Khozairy
builds his art upon the truths of the Bible, giving Christian martial arts enthusiasts an art that
they can commit to and believe in. Readers will find San Jieh Dao: The Fundamentals to be
both intellectually compelling and combatively balanced as it explains the philosophy and
reasoning behind the key concepts of San Jieh Dao.
For the first time ever, two of the most well-versed instructors of Bruce Lee's fighting method
have joined forces to create this comprehensive training guide. Learn the Little Dragon's
training and fighting methods. Over 1,000 step-by-step photographs.

"This practical guide contains detailed descriptions and various drills to provide a
framework for the study of Bruce Lee's Jun Fan Gung Fu, a foundation for
exploring the personal path of Jeet Kune Do."
Salem Assli partage son temps entre Los Angeles, où il réside depuis plus de
quinze ans, et le reste du monde où il voyage pour dispenser des cours de jun
fan jeet kune do et autres disciplines enseignées au sein de l'Inosanto Academy,
telles que les arts martiaux philippins. Salem est également instructeur de muay
thai certifié par Ajarn Chai Sirisute, et professeur de boxe française, gant
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d'argent 2e degré, disciplines qu'il enseigne à l'Inosanto Academy. Salem Assli
est le seul instructeur français diplômé par Inosanto lui-même. Il a fondé l'Association française de jeet kune do et kali dont le but est de promouvoir les arts
martiaux de Lee Jun Fan et les arts philippins tels qu'ils sont enseignés dans les
classes de l'Inosanto Academy. Salem est la seule personne en France
légitimement reconnue par l'Association internationale des instructeurs d'arts
martiaux de l'Inosanto Academy, et par là même la seule mandatée par Inosanto
pour former des instructeurs. Aucune autre personne en France n'est autorisée
ni mandatée à représenter l'Inosanto Academy. Salem Assli a écrit et réalisé
plusieurs séries de vidéos en boxe française, en jun fan et en kali, tant aux EtatsUnis qu'en France et au Japon ; il achève actuellement un livre sur la boxe
française.
The Author of this title has read every single book on Bruce Lee and JKD that he
could get his hands on. Not only that, he has trained with some of the very best in
the UK for seven years. The author gives his own opinion judging from the
evidence he has gathered from books, experience, and instructor's knowledge.
He goes into depth of the process that a JKD practitioner should go through, and
also shows how to analyse styles. He also talks very briefly on basic Jun Fan
principles. The Author has wrote this in the hope of stopping the politics in the
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JKD community and making everyone realize that nobody is wrong just
misunderstood. He wants to unite the conceptual and original JKD community's
and make them realize that they are actually one.
Jeet Kune Do is the most complete martial arts system developed by the late
Bruce Lee which is a compilation of various arts and elements amalgamated to
make the most effective hand to hand combat method known to man.The Author
uses elements from Jun Fan, Kali, Shootfighting and other sources to give the
student a recipe that will make him a better martial artist/fighter.You will also
discover within the pages of this fascinating book the philosophical elements and
concepts that will make you a 'thinking' martial artist. A must have book for any
martial arts student regardless of style or system. Fully illustrated with over 400
B/W photos. This edition also includes personal photos from the authors
archives.
This useful and informative book offers a detailed overview of Jeet Kune Do
practice while explaining the specific moves readers will need to perfect their
techniques. As a foundation, the book recalls the origination of Jeet Kune Do —
the philosophy, history, and different styles of the martial art. This gives readers
an important reference point on how the practice evolved. From there, the book
explains how to choose a school, taking readers through their first class including
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the etiquette and dress requirements. The basic elements of the style — stances,
footwork, upper body and lower body techniques, and grappling are all well
represented and defined. Building upon this solid groundwork, the book informs
readers of the five ways of attack, including the single direct attack, the attack by
combination, the progressive indirect attack, the attack by drawing, and the hand
immobilization attack. Fighting instructions include the tactical considerations of
Jeet Kune Do practice such as defenses, counterattacks, and sparring. The book
concludes with a comprehensive list of resources to help students further develop
their knowledge of and training in Jeet Kune Do. Through compact and easy-toread, this book gives readers everything they'll need to start their practice of this
important fighting art.
A book for Wing Chun Students to explore Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do at the point
where the teachings of Ip Man cross between to two, this is not a Jeet Kune Do
or Wing Chun Manual but a reference book for those who want to add to their
Wing Chun tool set, be the next Bruce Lee...
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular
monthly magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing
them with information about every style of self-defense in the world - including
techniques and strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75
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martial arts-oriented books and videos including many about the works of Bruce
Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
Covers the history, traditions, philosophies, and techniques of the Chinese
martial art
The Iron Dragon: Richard Bustillo is the authorized biography of a martial arts
legend. From his early childhood through his training with the legendary Bruce
Lee, this is the story of a fighter, coach, and philosopher. As founder and chief
instructor of the renowned International Martial Arts and Boxing Academy,
Richard Bustillo has a worldwide audience. The Iron Man of JKD was forged in
the early development of the Jun Fan Gung Fu Institute and The Filipino Kali
Academy. Bustillo's story continues to flourish as he continually trains and
teaches in the combative arts and enlightens the world on Jeet Kune Do. His
story is a reflection of a martial arts awakening demonstrating the fire and
passion of a true warrior.
Drawing from conversations with his childhood classmates, former students, and
friends, chronicles the life and teachings of the martial artist and provides a
breakdown of his technique.
The scientific art of streetfighting as developed, practiced and taught by Bruce
Lee. Here are the essential theories and techniques of Jeet Kune Do, with lots of
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streetfighting applications and vital strategies for street defense, including *
centerline theory * economy of movement * longest-weapon-to-nearest-target *
visual focus principles * target selection * interception. Anyone interested in street
defense, as well as students of these forms, will be advanced by these brilliant,
well-tested situations and techniques.
Apply the combat science of Bruce Lee's revolutionary martial art! This martial
arts manual describes his research into the how and why of Jeet Kune Do
techniques. Bruce Lee wrote of "three stages of cultivation" that lie along the path
to JKD mastery: The Stage of Innocence—this is the level of the absolute
beginner. The Stage of Art—the student is immersed in the process of technical
and physical training. The Stage of Artlessness—the stage of "highest art" in
which the body is no longer hindered by the mind. As Bruce Lee would say, "It
hits all by itself." To reach the final stage, the student must progress methodically
through the Stage of Art—there are no shortcuts! Author Teri Tom guides you on
this journey by revealing the science behind the moves in Jeet Kune Do
repertoire. You'll learn how to protect yourself from injury, and maximize the
effectiveness of the following core techniques and their variations: Straight Lead;
Rear Cross; Hook; Uppercut; Straight Kick; Hook Kick; Side Kick; and Spinning
Back Kick. You'll also learn about Bruce Lee's revolutionary approach to combat
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that takes advantage of human biomechanics; How to evade attacks, and use
those evasive movements to launch counter-attacks; Natural ways to chain your
moves into seamless combinations; The importance of developing mental and
physical speed, footwork, cadence, good timing and judgment of distance; All
techniques are traced to the original sources that inspired Bruce Lee.
Jeet Kune DoDas Vermächtnis von Bruce LeeBoD – Books on Demand
Compiled from Bruce Lee's own notes and writings, Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do is the
seminal book presenting the martial art created by Bruce Lee himself. Jeet Kune Do
was a revolutionary new approach to the martial arts in its time and is the principal
reason why Bruce Lee is revered as a pioneer by martial artists today, many decades
after his death. The development of his unique martial art form—its principles, core
techniques, and lesson plans—are all presented in this book in Bruce Lee's own words
and notes. This is the complete and official version of Jeet Kune Do which was
originally published by Tuttle Publishing in cooperation with the Lee family in 1997. It is
still the most comprehensive presentation of Jeet Kune Do available. This Jeet Kune
Do book features Lee's illustrative sketches and his remarkable notes and
commentaries on the nature of combat and achieving success in life through the martial
arts, as well as the importance of a positive mental attitude during training. In addition,
there are a series of "Questions Every Martial Artist Must Ask Himself" that Lee posed
to himself and intended to explore as part of his own development, but never lived to
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complete. Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do is the book every Bruce Lee fan must have in his
collection. This Bruce Lee Book is part of the Bruce Lee Library which also features:
Bruce Lee: Striking Thoughts Bruce Lee: The Celebrated Life of the Golden Dragon
Bruce Lee: The Tao of Gung Fu Bruce Lee: Artist of Life Bruce Lee: Letters of the
Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art of Expressing the Human Body
"While much has been written about Bruce Lee as a martial arts instructor and as an
actor, very little has ever appeared about the years he spent training with James Yimm
Lee, a talented kung fu stylist. This training period left a lasting impression on the
"Dragon's" ideology and shaped his outlook on the martial arts for years to come. This
title offers an in-depth account of the emergence of Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune
Do."--Publisher description.
"Did you know that the martial arts include such former Western pursuits as dueling,
gunfighting, and gladiatorial combat? Nearly 100 articles by scholars discuss specific
martial arts, countries, and concepts such as religion and spiritual development
common to martial arts traditions of the world. Definitions of unfamiliar terms and an
index that notes the historical figures and classic texts dicussed within articles help to
make this set a scholarly corrective in an area often informed by the
movies."--"Outstanding Reference Sources," American Libraries, May 2002.
Voici enfin le premier livre en français sur l'art de Bruce Lee, un livre entièrement
consacré à sa méthode de combat, telle qu'elle fut développée et enseignée par Bruce
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Lee et son partenaire, Dan Inosanto. Avec des centaines de photos dynamiques, ce
livre présente non seulement la véritable histoire de la création du jeet kune do à partir
du jun fan gung fu et du jun fan kick boxing, mais également la progression logique de
l'enseignement de Bruce Lee, tel qu'il est suivi aujourd'hui encore par Dan Inosanto et
ses élèves au sein de sa prestigieuse academy de Los Angeles. Vous découvrirez ici
tous les éléments nécessaires à la compréhension du jeet kune do, ce système de
combat dont l'efficacité est le maître-mot. Vous apprendrez à maîtriser ses techniques
et ses stratégies, vous découvrirez les différentes méthodes d'entraînement qui vous
permettront d'approcher la puissance martiale du Petit Dragon. " Je suis fier que Salem
ait écrit ce livre et je suis persuadé qu'il deviendra un complément indispensable à
votre bibliothèque sur les arts martiaux " (Dan Inosanto).
Este libro es una presentación completa del arte de Bruce Lee, el jeet kune do. El
desarrollo de esta original forma de arte marcial, sus principios, técnicas centrales y
planes de lección son presentados aquí con las propias palabras de Lee. También se
muestran esquemas ilustrativos de Lee y su extraordinario tratamiento sobre la
naturaleza del combate, el éxito mediante las artes marciales y la importancia de una
actitud mental positiva en el entrenamiento. El lector también encontrará una serie de
“preguntas que todo artista marcial debe formularse a sí mismo” y que Lee se planteó
con el propósito de explorar como parte de su propio desarrollo aunque no llegó a vivir
para completarlas. John Little está considerado una de las mayores autoridades del
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mundo sobre Bruce Lee, sus métodos de entrenamiento y su filosofía. Asimismo, es la
única persona que ha sido autorizada para revisar todas las notas personales de Lee,
sus dibujos y las anotaciones de sus lecturas. Actualmente es editor asociado de la
revista Bruce Lee y el director de Knowing is not enough, el informativo oficial del Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus.
Jeet Kune Do bedeutet im deutschen Weg der abfangenden Faust und wurde von Bruce Lee
1967 entwickelt. Jeet Kune Do ist ungebunden und frei da dieses Verteidigungssystem aus
vielen funktionierenden Kampfstilen besteht. Jkdm muss sich an keine Richtlinien halten und
entwickelt sich ständig neu.
Some knew him as a friend... Some knew him as a teacher. Others simply knew him as an
acquaintance. Whatever the capacity of ones relationship with Jesse Glover, you respected
him as a man and a martial artist. When I began to appreciate the legacy of Bruce Lee and his
art of Jeet Kune Do, I was always intrigued by the story of Bruce Lee's first friend and student
in America. My studies of the "little dragon" first started in the mid-80's after I watched the
movie, "The Big Boss". Initially Bruce Lee turned me off. In my limited view at the time, I felt
besieged by article after article about a Chinese movie star in the various martial arts
magazines. After viewing this movie, Lee's popularity began to make sense. However, that was
just the tip of the iceberg. Behind the movie icon was more than a man who appeared to be a
skillful martial artist. Bruce Lee was the walking definition of a warrior. Every great man has a
best friend. A guide. A confidant. Jesse Glover was not only Bruce Lee's first student; he was
also all of the above when Lee first arrived in America. Their relationship was truly one of Yin
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and Yang, in that both gave each other something the other did not previously have. While
Jesse was already an accomplished Judo man, he had little knowledge of the striking arts,
which Lee could perform effortlessly. In return, Glover (along with most of the core Seattle
group) enlightened Bruce on improving his confidence in public speaking, his mannerisms and
to some extent, the foundation of Lee's art of Jeet Kune Do. Born on October 16th, 1934,
Jesse Glover first met Bruce Lee as a student in Seattle, Washington. Bruce had to take some
classes before he could enter college so they originally met through Edison Technical School
(which is now Seattle Central Community College). From then on, the two were inseparable
until around 1962. They were still friends, however their training had ended and both went on
with their lives, made new buddies and were set on completely different courses for their future
lives. They would continue to be social up until around 1965, when Jesse met with Bruce in
Seattle during Brandon Lee's birthday party. Flash forward eight years: Bruce Lee had starred
in a ground breaking television series called, "The Green Hornet", had opened and closed
three martial arts schools, taught multiple Hollywood celebrities including James Coburn, Steve
McQueen and Lee Marvin, coached three world Karate champions that included Mike Stone,
Joe Lewis and the future action hero, Chuck Norris. And finally, Bruce Lee nearly single
handedly invented a new genre of martial arts films. Meanwhile, Jesse Glover became a father
to two daughters and began to blaze a mutually impressive, yet low key existence himself. Mr.
Glover wrote, a now classic and hard to find book, "Bruce Lee: Between Wing Chun and Jeet
Kune Do" and followed that book up with, "Bruce Lee's Non-Classical Gung Fu and "NonClassical Gung Fu" (all self-published). He continued to teach a small group of students which
eventually became a larger group. Jesse soon became a sought after seminar instructor
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around the world and produced some very popular and now hard to find videos on his fighting
art. He became an advisor to the now defunct, Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus and was a
guest speaker at many of their events. In 2008 and 2009, he taught with Ted Wong (Bruce
Lee's last private student) for the now legendary, "Disciples of the Dragon Seminar: First
Student/Last Student" in St. Louis, Missouri. Jesse continued to teach seminars through out
the world in addition to his instruction of his small group of students in his hometown of Seattle.
In 2012, Jesse Glover passed away due after a long battle with cancer. His wisdom and
knowledge continue to live on through his written words like those you are about to read from
his 8 years of sharing his thoughts on my forum, The JKD Brotherhood.
Bruce Lee was a revered martial artist, actor and filmmaker known for movies like 'Fists of
Fury' and 'Enter the Dragon,' and the technique Jeet Kune Do. This book gives an account of
his life, career in Martial Arts, Filmography and Death. A must read for any Bruce Lee Fan.
Jun Fan/Jeet Kune Do ist ein modernes Selbstverteidigungssystem nach den Lehren und der
Philosophie von Bruce Lee, dem King of Kung Fu. JKD ist auf Einfachheit, Direktheit, Effizienz
und Schnelligkeit aufgebaut. Es beinhaltet alle vier Kampfdistanzen (Kicken, Boxen,
Nahkampf, Bodenkampf) und verwendet bestimmte Strategien, Konzepte und Prinzipien. JKD
befindet sich in ständiger Entwicklung und passt sich den Gefahren der heutigen Zeit an, so
dass es auch nach dem frühen Tod des Begründers durch seinen Freund und Erben Dan
Inosanto weiterlebt. Dieses Buch dient als Lehrbuch von Level 1 bis 3, allerdings werden aber
auch andere fortführende Bereiche behandelt. Es ist für jeden interessierten Leser geeignet,
der sich ein Bild über die realistische Selbstverteidigung nach der Methode von Bruce Lee
verschaffen will. Zusätzlich dient es als Unterstützung für jeden Kampfsportler/Kampfkünstler.
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Der Stil ist dabei vollkommen nebensächlich, da das Jeet Kune Do für oder gegen jeden Stil
verwendet werden kann, frei nach dem Motto, Using no way as way Having no Limitation as
Limitation. Geh kein Weg als gebe es nur diesen-Lass Dich nicht durch eine Grenze
einschränken- Bruce Lee). Der Autor Sifu Ralph Fischer vermittelt in diesem Buch seine über
37 jährige Erfahrung in den Kampfkünsten als Wettkämpfer und Lehrer. Er ist Fullinstructor für
JKD und Inosanto Kali, Instructor für MMA, BJJ, Kickboxen (6.DAN), BodyCross Fitness und
vertritt die Ämter als Sportdirektor und Bundestrainer für MMA und Grappling.
“Size yap?lan güçlü bir ata?a kar?? daha güçlü bir cevap verebilmek bir ilke ve stratejidir, yani
stratejik bir ilkedir. Darbeye en fazla maruz kalabilece?iniz an, sald?ramay?p metodsuz
kapand???n?z veya bitmesini isteyip kaçma hesab? yapt???n?z veya birilerinin kavgan?zda
sizi ay?rmas?n? istedi?iniz and?r. Aksine; sald?r?yorsan?z dü?man?n sald?r?s?n?
engelliyorsunuzdur ve bu en iyi müdafaad?r. Güvence, kaçmak de?il cesarettir. Sen kaçmaya
s???n?rsan, dü?man?n en az iki kat cesaretle kovalamaya s???n?r. Hayat?n? arkana alma,
önüne koy...” ?stedi?i yere konamayan bir ku?, havada esirdir.
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